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Supplies Needed:

1 piece of Stampin’ Up! Card Stock cut 4-1/4” x 11”
Coordinating Designer Series Paper and embellishments, including ribbon to tie the holder closed
Rubber Stamp Sets of your choice
Word Window Punch
Adhesive (I used Sticky Strip)

Instructions:

Score the card stock as shown at 3” from each short end and in the middle (at 5-1/2”) Fold as shown on score
lines. (I have shown the outside of the card as gray and the inside as white.)

If you are going to stamp images on the inside of the
card, this is the point at which you should do that.

Apply Sticky Strip just inside one of the outer folds on
the outside of the card. Add a little piece of Sticky Strip
at the top and bottom also, close to the edge of the Card
Stock. Adhere the two outer folds together with the
Sticky Strip.

On the inside of the card, using the Work Window
Punch, punch an opening approximately 3-5/8” wide.
The window will be about 1/4” from each side of the
card holder. Make one Word Window punch 1/4” from
each side of the card. You will find a small section in
the middle that has not been punched. Just use the Word
Window punch a third time to punch this section—or
use some snips to finish this off.

The gift card will fit inside the slit formed by the Word
Window Punch.

Decorate the outside front (and back if you wish)
including a piece of ribbon to tie at the open edge.

Note that the middle of the 3 samples shown above is
tied in such a way that the gift card could slip out. I
realized this after making the photograph; you may wish
to avoid this design, although the gift card included did
not give any indication of slipping out.
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